John Bernal
Subject:

FW: Trucks and pothole material

Importance:

High

From: Naomi Oku-Alonzo
Sent: Monday, October 06, 2014 4:18 PM
To: Annabelle Valenzuela
Subject: Trucks and pothole material

Hi Annabelle,
Do we own more trucks for hot pothole repair that are out of service? [DC DOT owns 5 pothole patch trucks. They are
used every day that they are available. As with any mechanical device, they will sometimes be unusable due to
maintenance or repair. We do not have stand‐by or replacement patch trucks; if we did we would just use more of
them. Pothole patching is one of our top activities. When one of our vehicles goes down our options are limited;
most often we have to resort to cold mix or deferral of patching until the unit is back in service.]
Do we ever rent or lease them? [DC No. Due to the specific use for such vehicles, no vendor keeps any on hand for
rental. ]
Are we trying to buy another? [DC Not this year. Three of our trucks are fairly new; the other two are about 8 years
old and will be due for replacement in 2‐3 years. We will likely budget for 2 replacements in the 15/16 budget.]

Do you know anything about the new material City of Tucson is using for potholes? Are we considering using
it? [DC Yes, and no. I don’t like any patch; anything less than a full cut/patch leaves a less than desirable product,
but we do what we have to to minimize risk. I don’t know what drove the COT to start using what I would call a “chip
patch”. All this is gravel covered in oil. I can’t believe this is cheaper considering how much oil is needed (oil being
the most costly material used). By the COT’s own admission, such patches don’t last as long as hot AC mix. I don’t
like them because they leave excess gravel.]

Respectfully,
Naomi Oku‐Alonzo
Constituent Liaison
Pima County Supervisor Ally Miller – District 1
P: (520) 724-2738
F: (520) 724-8489
http://www.allymillerdistrict1.com/Home.html
Sign Up for the District 1 Newsletter!
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